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Tehillah/Psalm 126
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A Song of Ascents, a result of the oylut/offerings. The 7th step of 15 ascensions set to the Faces of
Aharuwan pertaining to the return of YishARAL to Tsiunn/Zion—Mount of Distinctions
mymljk wnyyh nwy x tbyc t a hwhy bwcb

Through an awakening of The Collective within you, the totality of YishARAL returns to their origins
in Aharuwan/Father Aaron. Not as one tribe here and there, but all togeher, you rise from the lands in
which you had been scattered as seed. The Collective Name is the sum of your sides and the fulness in
them whereby the jublicant voices of your soul are heard. All within you becomes distinguished in the
Light of Tsiunn, whereby the shadows of the world are filled with the Light of the Resident Guest of your
Name who has come into the world. Then it will seem that you have been in a dream, as the Collective of
your Name has been asleep within it shell.

Your mouths/expressions are filled with laughter, and upon your tongue there is a joyous song as you
realize the vastness of the Light within you! Whereas, formerly you are weighted with carrying your
corpse; however, in distinguishing the Totality of your packages, you realize that you are given a body
with every detail of Yæhh enabling your SeedName to ascend and flourish through transitions.

Oovri Vs. 3: For there is not an abiding reign of wickedness to over-shadow the portions allotted to the
righteous, as shadows can never keep the Light from shining. Shadows are dismissed as the Light in you
rises. For your becoming, accordingly, the Tsaddiq/righteous are not refrained/hindered to send forth
their invisible shoots of Numbers and Words to rise in your branches, by your hands/deeds, what is
upright in your Name is seen amongst Yæhúwah which gives evidence of bring forth your inherent
goodness.

The entire body of nations/processes of the natural world responds that YæhúWah has appointed your
Name for cultivations, elevating it above the sentient world that is perishing! The return is not met with
wars, carrying guilts or sins, or facing opposition from the nations around you in which you were sown.
The nations are in fear and awe of you for they have seen what HhaSham does to the Egyptians, and how
you are bone on eagles’ wings to be brought to the Fathers! As Pharooh, the nations rise to bless you in
the night and give way for your journey (SYM/Exodus 12:32). The course of your journey is outlaid before
you. “Go to the hill country of the Sayings/Amori, and to all their neighbors in the Realms of
Revelations/Arabah, in the hill country and in the lowland, and in the South full of Illuminations/Negeb,
and by the seacoast, the land of the Branchings/Kenoni/Canaanites, and the Whitenings/Levanun/
Lebanon, as far as the great river, the river of Expansions/Euphrates” (MT/Deut 1:7-8). Yæhh shakes the
heads in the heavens and the bodies of the earth and the sea of your womb and the dry land of your emergence, so that the treasures of all nations come to fill your house with glory according to YæhúwahTsvaút
—Master of all Hosts (Chæggai 2:7-8). The chorus of YishARAL in you responds with the same theme:
YæhúWah has appointed days of cultivation to be performed with us! HalleluYAH!
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The state of exile is over as the springs of your Life rise out of barren lands. The separation of your
tribal branches are healed. The Numbers of your Name and your rites of expansion are joined as
Yahúdah and YishARAL, into one Kingdom/Dominion of Illumination. Your dream state of slumbering
in your waters is over as you are quicked to rise from the dead.

The Fathers, who sowed your SeedName with tears of Ræchel—the Joys of Understanding, join in
your joyous song as your Life bears the fruit of your SeedName. Though you have proceeded into your
journey with a seemingly weight of mortality, carrying your sac of Seed, you appear in being quickened
from your slumbering, carrying the multiple layers of sheaves from the harvest of your SeedName.
The answer to Life and Death are over. The Seed that has been sown by the Farmer in the Skies
now computes with understanding that your body is not a corpse, but fertile soil for the expansion of
the Light in your SeedName. Your days are filled with music—the joyous songs of the sages. The harmonic cords of the nations that surround you give their wealth and strength for your to bear your
sheaves of grain whereby your have peace inwardly and outwardly. When your 12 SoulHeads are gathered at the end of your journey, you leave the ground for another to possess as you carry the harvest of
your SeedName in your bosom through the gates of the gloried City of ALhhim. The Name of
Aharuwan sends for the reapers to gather the WordGrains expanded from your Seed to fill the heavens
and earth with their Lights.

